**Plan Cutout**

**Section A-A**

1. Light fixture with its own hangers.
2. 24 mm main beam cross-lock lipping, with oc distance 1200 mm.
3. 24 mm cross profile cross-lock lipping, oc distance 600 mm.
4. Adjustable hanger as close to the light fixture as possible.
5. Cross look connector, oc distance 600 mm.
6. Bracket for connection between light fitting and grid system.
7. 12.5 mm Gyptone ties with edge D2 (perforated / non perforated).
8. Connecting bracket for connection between wall and grid system, one on each side of light fixture.

**Notes:**
- Light fixture in a line with Gyptone edge D2
- Gyptone edge D2 ceiling

**Standard Details**

- 600 mm max.
- 300 mm max.
- 1200 mm max.